Brexit bibliography

Below is a bibliography of articles which have discussed the legal nature and implications of the UK’s referendum on EU membership and Brexit. This bibliography has been compiled by Middle Temple Library staff and focuses on publications within the library’s collection.
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Nick Barber and Tom Hickman and Jeff King, ‘The Article 50 'trigger'. Nick Barber, Tom Hickman and Jeff King argue that Parliament has an indispensable role in triggering withdrawal from the European Union’ [August 2016] Counsel 18.


Michael Rubenstein, ‘Diary: Brexit’ (August/September 2016) 270 EOR 2.
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Tessa Shepperson, ‘The private rented sector post-Brexit: Carrying on as usual. Tessa Shepperson discusses how the referendum result will affect landlords and tenants, particularly in terms of changes or delays to new legislation’ (9 August 2016) 160 (31) SJ 39–40.
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Riccardo Calzavara and Toby Vanhegan, ‘No Brexit without parliament. Riccardo Calzavara and Toby Vanhegan consider the reasoning behind the High Court’s ruling that the government cannot trigger article 50 without parliament’s consent’ (8 November 2016) 160 (42) SJ 19.

Michael Rubenstein, ‘Diary: The Great Repeal Bill’ (November 2016) 272 EOR 2.


Jan Miller, ‘Truss in dock over Art 50 case uproar’ (11 November 2016) 166 (7722) NLJ 4.
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Jan Miller, ‘What if the referendum is binding?’ (18 November 2016) 166 (7723) NLJ 4.


Christopher Hutton and Aniko Adam, ‘Wait & see. Christopher Hutton & Aniko Adam examine the implications of Brexit for UK competition law’ (18 November 2016) 166 (7723) NLJ 18–19.

David Mundy and Oliver Spencer, ‘The Brexit case: what happens next? Constitutional law. After the government lost in the High Court in a bid to trigger Brexit without consulting parliament, David Mundy and Oliver Spencer consider what this major constitutional ruling could mean for the UK’ (19 November 2016) 1646 EG 77.
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Belinda McRae, ‘Brexit Regime. The Brussels Regime, the fate of civil jurisdiction and the enforcement and recognition of judgments after Brexit are examined by Belinda McRae of 20 Essex Street’ [Autumn 2016] European Advocate 2–5.


Robert Craig, ‘Casting Aside Clanking Medieval Chains: Prerogative, Statute and Article 50 after the EU Referendum’ (November 2016) 79 (6) MLR 1041–1063.


Gene Matthews and Nancy Williams, ‘Post Brexit crystal ball gazing: What the future holds for Phase I Clinical Trials in the UK’ (September-November 2016) 22 (5-6) Clinical Risk 97–104.
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Michael Zander QC, ‘Art. 50: the clash of the Brexit case arguments. Michael Zander QC reviews the written cases of the government & the lead claimants in next week’s Supreme Court hearing’ (2 December 2016) 166 (7725) NLJ 12.

Kerry Underwood, ‘Parliament versus the people. In rejecting the government’s article 50 appeal, the Supreme Court will not be defying the will of the people. It might, however, rebel against parliament raising court fees’ (6 December 2016) 160 (46) SJ 15.
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